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OK, what is Mail?

Mail, a.k.a. Mail.app or Apple Mail, is Apple’s email 
client application that comes with Mac OS X.

Mail began its life as NeXTMail, part of the 
NEXTSTEP operating system, which was developed 
by NeXT, Steve Job’s previous computer company.

Mail’s icon looks like a stamp with a soaring eagle on it, 
and is by default found on the Dock of every version of 
Mac OS X.



Features found in Mail
since its beginning

Support for Rich Text Formatting, which is a common 
protocol for support font typefaces, different type sizes 
and styles, horizontal alignments, line spacing and 
more.

Support for images in emails.

Support for voice messaging.

Support for both plain text and MIME types in email.



Added features in Mail found
in Puma, Jaguar & Panther

Integration with Address Book, iCal and iChat.

Rules for mailboxes, allowing incoming emails to be 
routed to certain mailboxes based on preset criteria.

Junk mail filtering, a variation on rules for mailboxes.



Improvements in Tiger
HTML email composition enabled.

Message storage is changed to one message per file 
proprietary format to allow for indexing in Spotlight.

Smart mailboxes, which uses Spotlight to automatically 
sort emails by criteria. Also, can flag emails by priority, 
which can be used in rules and smart mailboxes.

Tools to resize photos in emails, and view pictures in 
emails as a slideshow.

Parental controls specify who can send email to 
children.



Protocol Support

In case you were wondering, Mail supports the 
following email protocols: POP3, IMAP, SMTP, 
LDAPv2, and all versions of RSS feeds.

It does not support POP3 selection by filter or by user, 
NNTP, and iCalendar, and support is unknown for 
LDAPv3, IMSP and ACAP.

Got that?



AND NOW, WHAT’S 
NEW IN LEOPARD…



Easy email account setup

Gone is the wizard in earlier versions of Apple Mail that forced you 
to create an account and enter esoteric information as soon as you 

launched Mail for the first time.
Now, the wizard only requires your email account service provider, 

user name and password; it figures the rest out for itself.



Better Spotlight searches

Spotlight in Leopard has improved with better 
relevance ranking of searched email.

Now the right email ends up at the top of search 
results.

Plus, everything done in Mail, including to-dos, notes 
and emails, appears in a Spotlight search.



Notes and To-Do’s

Like Microsoft Outlook, Mail now includes notes and To-Do’s 
(To-Do’s is a system-wide feature in Leopard).

Notes and To-Dos can sync to iCal.

Like emails, notes can be grouped into folders, or Smart Mailboxes 
can group notes automatically.

Notes can be accessed from anywhere if email comes through an 
IMAP protocol account, like .Mac or AOL.



Data Detectors
Data Detectors is a cool idea that appeared in the last 
versions of Mac OS, pre X, but has only recently been 
resurrected by Apple in Leopard.

Mail can recognize information in an email – for 
example, an email address or web URL, a name or a 
date or location – and lets you use it to create iCal 
events, Address Book entries, Safari URLs, and more.

Just position your mouse arrow over some information, 
and Data Detectors does the rest.



Data Detectors in Action

Right or Control-clicking to create a 
To-Do with Data Detector....

Setting options for the To-Do just 
created with the Data Detector....



Personalized Stationary

Mail has supported HTML-formatted email for quite 
some time.

In Leopard, it comes with more than 30 stationary 
templates including coordinated layouts, fonts, colors 
and photo placeholders.

You can drag-and-drop photos from the iPhoto library 
into the template.

You can create your own templates.



Stationary applied
Here is a new email with stationary template applied.



RSS Support

Mail now supports RSS feeds, meaning it will update 
any blog or website changes automatically.

Change notifications can appear beside regular emails 
in the inbox.

Smart Mailboxes can sort incoming news articles, based 
on search terms.

Mail and Safari share an unread RSS feed counter.



Backup and archiving email
The Archive command easily backs up email boxes.
You choose where to save the backup archive.
The archived email boxes contains text files 
called .mbox packages which in turn contain your 
emails. You can open them in text editor to view the 
email text.
Mail does not overwrite previously archived email 
boxes, but instead adds a number to the file name to 
create a new version of it.
To recover a message from an archived .mbox, reimport 
it as “Mail for Mac OS X.”



New Features Debate

Mail in Leopard has benefitted from several new 
features – or has it?

Some bloggers feel some features are either 
unnecessary or not well-implemented.

What do you think and say? Which features do you 
like? Which features could be done better? What new 
features would you like to see?
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